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Social network 

Human Disease Network 
[Barabasi 2007]

Food Web [2007]

Terrorist Network
[Krebs 2002]Internet (AS) [2005]

Gene Regulatory Network 
[Decourty 2008]

Protein Interactions 
[breast cancer]

Political blogs

Power grid



§ Problem: Given a graph with only a few labeled nodes, the 
goal is to predict the class labels of the unlabeled nodes

§ Issue: Existing work assumes  “smoothness” of labels over 
the graph/strong homophily (“birds of a feather flock 
together”)
⎻ Works well when the neighboring labels of a node are highly 

correlated (i.e., the neighbors of a node have the same class label), 
and perform poorly otherwise

§ Reverse is often true in actual data



§ RSM generalizes across the spectrum of 
relational data characteristics, and 
avoids the issues, assumptions, and 
limitations of existing methods. 

§ Class of a node may be correlated with 
nodes that have ”similar” structural 
properties and more generally features 
(e.g., non-relational attributes, …).

§ Existing methods based on
diffusion/label propagation would fail 
(perform poorly)

Fully Observed/Actual Graph

What we actually see

Class labels may not be correlated with 
neighbors (e.g., protein & molecular graphs).



§ Addresses limitation of previous work that assumes strong 
homophily between neighboring labels of a node

§ Proposed general framework for graphs with arbitrary 
relational autocorrelation (homophily or heterophily)

Other Contributions:
§ Principled similarity-based relational learning framework based on the 

notion of maximizing similarity. 
§ Fast, parallel, space-efficient, and flexible with many interchangeable 

components
§ Designed for  large-scale supervised and semi-supervised learning in 

noisy multi-dimensional networks



The similarity of the labeled nodes in X of 
class k with respect to the test node 
feature vector zi is formalized as,

After computing w, then zi is assigned to 
the class with maximum similarity

Repeated for each class k to obtain w

?



The similarity of the labeled nodes in X of 
class k with respect to the test node 
feature vector zi is formalized as,

After computing w, then zi is assigned to 
the class with maximum similarity

Repeated for each class k to obtain w



§ Supervised component:
1. Use the nodes with known class labels to predict the class labels of 

the unknown nodes

§ Semi-supervised components:
1. Iteratively estimate the nodes with unknown class labels, and at each 

iteration we label a fixed percent of nodes with highest confidence
2. Sample a small number of unlabeled nodes NOT connected to the 

node currently being estimated, and weight the similarity by the 
current class probabilities



N and Q = labeled neighbors and non-neighbors

=		nodes	with unknown labels
=		nodes	with known	labels
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N and Q = labeled neighbors and non-neighbors

N’ and Q’ = unlabeled neighbors and non-neighbors
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The similarity of the labeled nodes in 
X of class k with respect to the test 
node feature vector zi is:

Repeated for each class k



§ How to make use of 
unlabeled nodes?

The similarity of the unlabeled
nodes in Z with respect to the 
test node feature vector zi is:

Weight similarity by the probability 
that node i and j  belong to the 
same class k



After computing pi, then zi is assigned to 
the class with maximum similarity.



§ Radial Basis Function (RBF):

§ Polynomial functions:

§ Sigmoid kernel:

…among many other possibilities…



§ Computational Complexity:

• Single test instance:

§ Space Complexity:
• Given a test node to predict, RSM

takes space
• If collective inference is used, then

RSM takes

n  = # of nodes
d  = # of features
k = # of class labels

Reduced by sampling from the different types of nodes

In addition to graph 
and features





§ Model selected via grid search 

§ 10% of the labeled nodes as training 

§ Results are averaged over 20 trials 

§ Attributes = degree, 3- and 4-node graphlets



§ RSM outperforms WVRN, SVM-G, and RPT across all 
graphs with a mean gain of 24%, 52%, and 17%, respectively

§ RSM is effective for graphs with heterophily

if class labels of vi and vj match, otherwise 0
homophily measure



§ RSM significantly outperforms the other methods

§ Effective for classification on graphs with homophily

§ Flexible for prediction in graphs with arbitrary relational 
autocorrelation (homophily or heterophily)

if class labels of vi and vj match, otherwise 0

homophily measure



§ Strong scaling results

§ RSM scales nearly 
linearly as the number of 
processors increases 
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Note a machine with two Intel Xeon E5-
2687 CPUs @3.10GHz were used with 8 
cores each.

Hyperthreading



§ RSM is fast with real-time response times
⎻ in the range of a few ms or less

§ Able to support real-time interactive learning & inference



1. Collective Inference (CI): Uses neighbor labels

2. Relational Inference (RI): Uses neighbor attributes

3. Relational-Collective Inference (RCI): Uses both neighbor
labels and neighbor attributes

Impact of different classes of features/inference 
on classification (soc–TerrorRel.)

Accuracy (percent) improvement of RSM-CI, RSM-
RI, and RSM-RCI over a basic variant of RSM.
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§ Improvement over label propagation as the # of SSL 
iterations increases

§ More iterations appears to perform better when very 
few known labels
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Methods often fail in practice due to low
relational autocorrelation, noisy links, sparsely
labeled graphs, and data representation

Class of RSM models are designed 
to be fast for interactive RML

Users can search the space of RSM models in 
an interactive and visual fashion in real-time

Users can specify the 
RSM model in real-
time using a visual 
interface as well as 
perform evaluation, 
analyze errors, and 
make adjustments 
and refinements in a 
closed-loop.

cora



Users can select subgraph(s) of 
interest by visually selecting 
nodes and edges.

A local RSM model is
learned in real-time from
the selected subgraph(s);
and accuracy and stats.
are reported in the right
side panel

soc-terror



§ Introduced a general principled similarity-based relational 
learning framework

§ Accurate for graphs with arbitrary relational autocorrelation
(homophily and heterophily)
• Previous methods perform well only when there is strong homophily

§ Fast and scalable
• Supports large-scale graphs, and applications requiring real-time 

performance such as interactive relational learning

§ Flexible with many interchangeable components



Data accessible online:
http://networkrepository.com

Research


